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YEAR 6 - 2022

CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
TERM 1 WEEK 6 - TERM 2 WEEK 5

WE ARE LEARNING

WE ARE LEARNING...
OUR SCHOOL VALUES
To be respectful. We do this by building positive
relationships and becoming more aware of our own
emotions and those of others.
Help me at home by talking about how to be a good
friend or support me while I solve a problem with
siblings or friends.

LITERACY
To write texts that persuade and explain.
To learn information or ideas from texts.
Help me at home by sharing an information book with
me, we can research a question online or help me write
a letter to ask for something I want.

NUMERACY
To choose strategies to add, subtract, multiply and divide
and solve multi-operation problems.
To measure temperature, length and objects.
Help me at home by assisting me in using a range of
strategies to solve mathematic problems.

INQUIRY FOCUS
To investigate how living things are connected and how
ecosystems work.
To observe and classify living or non-living things and to
recognise that classifications are not always easy to define or
apply.
Help me at home by exploring the living things in my
backyard and/or being involved with caring for pets.

PERSONAL GOALS
To work on my personal reading goal that I have set with my
teacher for Term 1. I will use the strategies I learn at school
during read to self, guided reading, and one-on-one
feedback sessions with my teachers to help me read the
books that I have at home.

ROUTINES
LIBRARY
6TTP - Thursday

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
6TTP - Tuesday & We

THE ARTS
6TTP - Wednesday

6GTP - Thursday
6CSP - Thursday
6CPP - Thursday
6BCP - Friday
6YSP - Friday

6GTP - Thursday
6CSP - Thursday
6CPP - Tuesday
6BCP - Wednesday
6YSP - Wednesday

6GTP - Wednesday
6CSP - Friday
6CPP - Wednesday
6BCP - Thursday
6YSP - Thursday

HOME LEARNING - READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG

AMAROO SCHOOL
From knowledge to creativity

